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The representability of numbers by a quadratic form f (x  1 .... , xm) defined 
over an algebraic number field k is entirely a local question by virtue of the 
theorem of Hasse and Minkowski. There is an analogous result for the 
corresponding diophantine question of representing (algebraic) integers by 
integral quadratic forms f;  namely, when m/> 4 and f is indefinite (i.e., 
f® kp is isotropic at some infinite prime spot p). This is a consequence of 
the strong approximation theorem for the spin group. However, in the 
ternary indefinite case the representation theory is more complicated. 
Although in such a situation local representability "more often than not" 
implies a global representation, the exceptional behaviours are as yet not 
fully understood. An integer c, if everywhere locally representable by f, is 
known to be either representable by every form or by precisely half of all the 
inequivalent forms in the genus gen( f )  o f f  (the class number o f f  here is a 
2-power). In the latter case the genus is split into two c-half-genera 
("Halbgeschlechter"). For details, see [6, 7, 2]. Such an integer c will be 
called an exceptional integer for  gen( f ) .  When the genus is split into two c- 
half-genera there remains still the finer question of whether or not c itself is 
representable by a specific form within the genus. We shall call e an excep- 
tional integer for  g, g ~ gen( f ) ,  if g belongs to the "bad" half-genus that 
fails to represent c; in other words, c is representable for some form in the 
genus but not by g itself. While the problem of describing exceptional 
integers for the genus is strictly local (see [12]), the question of excep- 
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tionalities with respect o individual forms is a global one, and about which 
still virtually nothing is known. We consider in Section 2 some very special 
cases where explicit invariant-theoretic classification of exceptional integers 
for individual forms is possible. As a prelude, we first need to characterize 
the exceptional integers for the genus. This we do in Section 1 for the genus 
of a ternary unimodular lattice. We then apply our results in Section 3 to the 
problem of sums of three integer squares in complex number fields. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
We fix some notations; any further unexplained notation or terminology 
can be found in [10]. Let k be an algebraic number field, ~ its ring of 
integers, V a regular ternary quadratic k-space of discriminant dx × 2, d C ~-~, 
and L a unimodular lattice on V. Finite primes will be denoted by p < oo 
while infinite ones by p Coo. Let ,~' denote the genus of L, and 0 the spinor 
norm function. We shall need two recent results which we now briefly 
describe. 
(I) Assume V is isotropic. Then L admits a "metabolic" decom- 
position L = (Ax + A -ly) ± X, where Q(y) = O, B(x, y) = 1, 
Q(x) = a E A z. Using some results from the algebraic K-theory of integral 
quadratic forms, it was shown in [4] that the ideal class A of A modulo the 
subgroup G of the ideal class group ~ generated by ~]  and the classes P of 
dyadic primes P in k is an invariant z(L) of the isometry class of L. 
Furthermore, under certain rather general conditions Z is a complete 
invariant for classification within the genus ~.  This latter fact will not be 
used in the sequel, however. 
(II) Suppose 0 4: c C c2 is representable by ~;  i.e., Lp represents e for 
every (finite and infinite) prime p. Then e is representable either by every 
spinor genus or by exactly half of all the spinor genera in ~.  In the latter 
case, e is called a spinor-exeeptional integer for ~, and the following 
conditions are nececcary: (1) --ed q~ k ×z, (2) 0(0 + (Lp)) c NKp/kp(K ~) for all 
PIP, with the usual stipulation that if pC  ~,  then Lp= Vp. Here 
K = k (~) .  For p < c~, suppose = Q(xp) for some xp c Lp. Let O(Lp ; e) 
be the subgroup of k S generated by {0(0 ) I 0(xp) C Lp}. It follows easily from 
Witt's theorem that this subgroup is independent of the choice of the 
representing vector xp. It was shown in [12] that conditions (1), (2) together 
with (3) O(Lp ;c) = N~p/kp(K~) for all PIP, P < c~, constitute necessary and 
sufficient conditions that e be a spinor-exceptional integer for ~.  
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1. SPINOR-EXCEPTIONAL INTEGERS FOR 
Using result (II) of Section 0 we shall give an alternative characterization 
of the spinor-exceptional integers for the genus ~ of ternary unimodular 
lattices. Of course, this characterizes the exceptional integers for ~ when V 
is indefnite. 
Let c be a spinor-exceptional integer for ft. Consider the infinite primes 
first. Condition (2) says nothing at the complex primes nor at those real 
primes p, where Vp is anisotropic since 0(0+(Vp)) is just kS 2 and so is 
always contained in NK,~/k~(K~). So, let p be real with Vp isotropic. This 
forces K e = kp for PIP so that -cd  E kS 2, or equivalently, c and d have 
opposite signs at p. 
Now fix a finite prime p, and write the discriminant of Lp as 6p U~, 
6p~ Up. So, d~,~pkS2. We know from [1] that 0(0+(Lp))is k S i fp  is 
dyadic and the weight w(Lp) has odd order; otherwise, 0(0+(Lp))= UpkS 2. 
Hence, p is unramified in K by (2). We consider condition (3). 
Suppose p ia dyadic and w(Lp) has odd order. Since Ü(Lp;c) contains 
NK,,/~,p(KS) for any p, --cdE kS 2 follows from (2) and the equality 
0(0+ (Lp))= k S. Moreover, (3) holds for any prime such that -cd  E kS 2. 
I fp  is dyadic and w(Lp) has even order, then Lp admits a basis {u, v, w} 
with corresponding matrix A(0, 0 ) l  (-6p). Since Kp/kp is unramified,-c6p 
has quadratic defect either 0 or 4~zt~p, where t = ordp(e) and 7r a fixed 
uniformizer ofp. Since -c6p = r 2 q- 47rts with r, s C ffp, x = 2~ztu - s6;lv + 
r6plw, y = 2nt-lu -s~z671v + r671w are two vectors in Lp having the same 
length c which are equivalent by the rotation u k--~ ~r-lu, v ~ Try, w~---~ w
having spinor norm ~zkS 2. Condition (3) now forces -ed  C kS 2. 
The case p is non-dyadic and P lC parallels the previously considered case 
with the choice of vectors x = 2-1cu + v, y = (2~) -~ cu + ~zv, and (3) again 
forces ed C k $2. 
Consider now the final case where p is non-dyadic and pXe. Let x,y E Lp 
have the same length c. Then Lp = (x) ± M = (y)  _1_ N. We may assume that 
-ed  q~ k; 2, in which case M, N are the unique Do-maximal lattices on their 
respective (anisotropic) spaces. Hence, O~O+(Vp) and O(x)=y implies 
¢i(M)=N; i.e., ~i~0+(Lp). Condition (3) then holds in this event. 
Summarizing, we have: 
THEOREM. Let ~ be the genus of a ternary unimodular lattice L on a k- 
space V of discriminant dk x 2, and c a non-zero integer of k representable by 
~,  and K = k (~) .  Then c is a spinor-exceptional integer for ~ if and 
only if the following conditions are all satisfied: 
(1) - cd  q~ k ×2, 






e and d have opposite signs at each real prime p where Vp is 
- cd  E k S 2 at each dyadic prime p, 
K/  is unramified at all finite primes, 
writing (e)-= (p~l ...p7,)2, aj > O, then ((K/k)/pj)= 1 at each j 
where ((K/k)/ X ) is the Artin symbol, 
COROLLARY. Using the same notations as in the theorem, ~ admits a 
spinor-exceptional integer if and only if there is a non-zero integer b which is 
representable by ~ and satisfying: (1), (2), (3) and 
(4') K' /k  is unramified at all finite primes, where K' = k(~) ,  
(5') (b ) -p2  with ((K' /k) /p)= 1. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the only-if part. So, let c be 
spinor-exceptional integer for ft. Put (c ) - -C  2, where C =p~' ... p~'. Take p 
to be any prime in the strict ideal class of C; this is possible by the standard 
density argument in class field theory. See [5] or [8], for example. Thus, 
(c)- - (aE)p 2 for some totally positive element a E k x. Setting b = ca -2 we 
see that K'= k (v /S~)= K so that (4') holds. In the present situation the 
Artin symbol is defined on the full ideal group of k. Since ((K/k)/C)= 1 by 
hypothesis, and the principal ideal (a) belongs to the Artin kernel for already 
the (extended) Hilbert class field of k, we see (5') is satisfied as well. 
Remark. For purposes of applications later in Section 3, it is useful 
sometimes to replace condition (5') by (5"): (b)= B 2 with ( (K ' /k) /B)= 1. 
This is seen by again using the density argument to extract a prime in the 
strict ideal class of B and then use the corollary. 
2. EXCEPTIONAL INTEGERS FOR INDIVIDUAL FORMS 
In this section V is assumed to be isotropic. The objective here is to 
characterize the exceptional integers with respect o individual attices in the 
genus ft. 
Fix a unimodular lattice L in ~. We put L=(Ax+A-~y)  LX  in a 
metabolic decomposition with Q(y) = 0, Q(x) = a EA-2 ,  B(x,y) = 1, 
X = Dz for some ideal D in k, Q(z) = -d  E 9 .  Suppose  is an exceptional 
integer for if, and c is represented by L. Put c=s2a+2st -d f  2, sEA ,  
tCA -1, fGD.  Let B be the integral ideal such that (s)=AB.  It is not 
difficult to see that sa + 2t E A - 1 so that c + df 2 = s(sa + 2t) E ABA 1 = B. 
If p is a prime ideal dividing B and p X2c then it follows from the local 
square theorem that - cd~ k~2; or equivalently, p splits in K= k(vrS~).  
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Since p is also a norm from K if pl2c (see (3), (5) of the theorem in 
Section 1), B is a norm from K. Since the subgroup G of the ideal class 
group c~ k generated by ~ and the classes which contain dyadic primes is 
contained in the image ~ in ~ of the ideal class group ~ under the norm 
map, each ideal class E in the coset x (L )=AG=BG contains the norm of 
an ideal in K. But, conditions (2) and (4) of the theorem in Section 1 imply 
that K/k is unramified at all primes (finite and infinite), so that all principal 
ideals are in the Artin kernel for the extension K/k. Hence, we see that, in 
fact, each ideal in E is a norm from K. 
Conversely, suppose each ideal from each class/~ ~ x(L) is a norm from 
K. Since ,4 -1Cz(L ) ,  choose a square-free integral ideal B CA 1 and set 
AB = (s), u = 2sx + ty +fz. Then u gives rise to a representation f c by L if 
e=a(2s)2+4st -d f  z, t CA- I ,  fCD.  
Such a vector u exists if the congruence c + df 2= _ 4as ~- (mod 4sA J) has a 
solution fED.  Since 4sA- l=4B and 4as2C4A 2A2B2=4B2, this 
congruence is solvable provided that the congruence -ed - -g2  = 0 (rood 4B) 
has a solution with g = dfE dD. The last congruence is readily solvable by 
approximation arguments ince - -cdE k x2 for each prime pl4B. Therefore, 
we have proved: 
THEOREM. Let ,~ be the genus of ternary unimodular lattices on an 
isotropic k-space V of discriminant dk x 2. For a non-zero integer c of k and a 
lattice L E ~,  c is an exceptional integer for L if and only if the following 
conditions are all satisfied: 
(1) --cdq~ k ×2, 
(2) - cd  is totally positive, 
(3) Every prime dividing (2c) splits in K = k(v /Z~) ,  
(4) K/k is unramified at all the (finite and infinite) primes, 
(5) I f  x(L) = , tG  then ,4 is not a norm from K. 
Remark. If c satisfies the first four conditions then e is an exceptional 
integer for the genus ~,  so that f f  is split into two c-half-genera. Condition 
(5) asserts that the individual lattice L belongs to the "good" half-genus if 
and only if z(L)_~ N~/k(c~)=S~. Note that since K/k is unramified the 
index [ ~C~k:~] = 2, which further clarifies the point that e is representable by 
precisely half of all the equivalent classes in ~.  
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3. SUMS OF THREE INTEGER SQUARES 
Siegel had proved the following two theorems in [11] (k is an algebraic 
number field): 
(A) Let k be totally real and suppose that all totally positive integers 
are sums of integral squares in k; then k is either @ or ©(X/~). 
(B) If k is not totally real, then all totally positive integers are sums 
of integral squares when and only when the discriminant of k is odd. 
These two results are from different aspects of quadratic forms theory: (A) 
deals with defnite forms, and (B) with indefinite forms. While the proof of 
(A) was elegant, albeit surprisingly elementary, Siegel resorted to a 
generalization of the circle method to show thatfive integral squares applies 
for (B), and expressed his belief that perhaps four may be possib!e. Using the 
modern powerful machinery of spinor genus, (B) is easily reducible to a local 
question; in fact, the conjectured value of four integral squares quickly falls 
out. In (A) Maass later showed via function-theoretic means that actually 
three squares works for C~(V/5-). See [9]. We consider the following question: 
(2) Which formally non-real k has all its integers 
expressible as sums of three integral squares in k? 
Two necessary conditions are immediate. First, -1  must be a sum of three 
integral squares; this condition is readily shown to be equivalent to -1  being 
expressible as a sum of two fractional squares in k (or in more modern 
parlance, the "Stufe" s(k) is ~<2. See [7] or [2]). Second, (B) asserts that 2 is 
unramified in k. Throughout he remainder of this section we shall assume 
that these two conditions hold for k. As a consequence, we oberve that the 
ambient space V of the lattice 13 = L corresponding to sums of three squares 
is isotropic. Therefore, our theorem in Section 2 applies to the present 
situation, and in principle can be used to completely answer question (2). 
The computational task of expressing these fields k in closed-forms involves 
additional technicalities. We illustrate here some cases where closed-form 
descriptions are possible, and conclude with some pertinent examples. 
If the class number of k is odd, then it follows from class field theory that 
the genus ~ at hand admits no exceptional integer. See also [3]. Next, 
suppose k has class number 2n, n odd. Put c~ k-- ~ U /7~.  By the corollary 
in Section 1, ~ admits an exceptional integer if and only if a suitable integer 
b exists. In particular, (b )=p 2, where -bE  k x2. Since E=k(v/Zb)/k is 
unramified also, ~ = Nt/k(~e) = ~ as the class number of k is 2 × (odd). 
This implies that fi C c~ ; i.e., p is principal, p = (~), ~ C £?k- Thus, b = u~ 2 
for some unit u. So, we would arrive at a contradiction if no unit of k is 
exceptional for ~'. Also, we see that a lattice K C ~ will represent b if K 
represents all units. We have therefore proved the following: 
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PROPOSmON. Let k be a formally non-real number field with odd 
diseriminant, and in which -1  can be expressed as a sum of two fractional 
squares. Assume the class number of k is 2n, n odd. Then, (i) the genus ~ of 
13 has no exceptional integer if no unit of k is exceptional for ~'; (ii) every 
K E ~ represents all integers if K represents all units. 
Remark. It is quite clear that this proposition is valid in more general 
situations. The restriction to &~ = gen(I3) is made only in deference to the 
heading of this section. 
We now specialize to complex quadratic fields and characterize those k 
under consideration i which ~ does not admit any exceptional integer. The 
result is: 
PROPOSITION. Let k= Q(X/-LD), where D is a squarefree positive 
integer congruent to 3 (mod 8). Then Y has exceptional integers if and only 
if D is not any of the following kinds: (i) D is a prime; (ii) D =pq, where p, 
q are primes and (p /q )=-1 ;  and (iii) D =PiP:P3, where Pi are primes 
each congruent to 3 (mod 4), and (PiPjPk) = -1  for {i,j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. 
Proof. First suppose ff  has no exceptional integers. 
The remark at the end of Section 1 then implies that any ideal B in k 
which satisfies the four conditions (1) B 2 = (b), (2) -b  ~ k ×~, (3) -b  E k: x2 
and (4) K/k is unramified with K = k(v/-L-b), must also satisfy the condition 
( (K /k ) /B)=- I .  Given a factorization D=d~d 2 of D with d~, d 2 > 1, set 
b=d 1, -d  1 according as d 1 -3  on d 1~3 mod4 and note that 
B=(b,x/ -ZD ) satisfies (1)-(4). Consequently, ( (K/k) /B)=(d21d,)=- I .  
Thus if D has exactly two prime factors (ii) holds. If D =plp2p3 D' with 
the Pi primes then 
l p~ p2 D' p3 )= (_ plpJD'  ( pEp~D' 
and 
The product of these equalities is (Ot/p 1 P2P~)= 1. Therefore D '= 1. Thus 
1= ~- -~- - j / \ - - -~/ /  - ~ \P i /  
and (iii) follows from quadratic reciprocity. 
Conversely, cases (i) and (ii) respectively imply that the class number of k 
is odd and 2 × (odd). Both have been dealt with earlier. As for case (iii), the 
class group modulo its squares is the Klein 4-group, and so there are three 
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proper unramified quadratic extensions K i = k(--V/-~) of k. If .~' has excep- 
tional integers, then the corollary in Section 1 asserts there is an integer b 
with K = (X/FZb) unramified over k, (b) = p2 such that ((K/k)/P) = 1. Hence, 
K=K i, say i=  1. Then, bt2=pl for some tEk ×, and (bt2)=P]. This 
implies that P1 belongs to the same (strict) ideal class as P so that 
((K/k)/PO=((K1/k)/P1) is also trivial. But, the hypothesis that 
(PzP3/Pl) =-1 implies that ((K1/k)/P1)=--1. This contradiction finishes 
the proof. 
Remarks. We conclude this section with two examples. Note that only 
those k = (V--v/ZD), where D is positive square-free and congruent o 3 
(mod 8) are under discussion. The examples how that not every integer in k 
is representable as a sum of three integral squares in k. The first example, 
with D = 155, gives the minimal D. Here the class group is isomorphic to 
2/47/. The second example, with D = 195, gives the least D where the class 
group of k is the Klein 4-group. 
EXAMPLE 1. k = Q(V/Z155), c~ k= 7//42. G = c~. If {el, e2, e3} is the 
standard basis for the lattice 13 then (15 + 11 V/-Z155) e I + 
(-33 + 5 ~ ) e  2 + 146e 3 is isotropic, and whose coefficient ideal A 
yields 1`(/s)=AG. A little computation shows that t,(/3)=P73 G, where 
(73)--PTsP~3. Consider the rational integer 31. One checks readily that 31 
is an exceptional integer for the genus .if, by Section 1. By Section 2, to show 
that 31 cannot be written as a sum of three integral squares in k it is 
sufficient to show that Pv3~] .  P73=(73,8+~)  and the 
corresponding binary quadratic form is f(x,y)= 73x2+ 16xy+ 3y 2. The 
corresponding eneric characters are {-1 , -1},  which implies f does not 
belong to the principal genus. Hence,/773 is not a square by the duplication 
theorem of Gauss. 
EXAMPLE 2. k = Q(V-X/Z]~), G = Z/2Z' X ~'/2Z. G = ~.  An isotropic 
vector for 13 is (5 + 13 x /Z]~)  e I + (--13 + 5 V /Z]~)  e2 + 194e3. 
2:(Ij) = ff97 G, where (97) = P9vP~v. P97 = (97, 22 + X/Z]-~) and the binary 
form is f(x,y)=97xZ+44xy+7y 2. The characters are {1`3(f)=1, 
;~5(f) =--1 = 1`13(f)}- So, again f is not in the principal genus, c = -5  is an 
exceptional integer for 13. It should be noted that while 39 and -5  both 
generate the same unramified extension over k, 39 is not even an exceptional 
integer for the genus! 
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